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About This Game

Put your cheating skills to the test and become a hero to your class! An increasing number of students are hopelessly flunking
the exams at Travian High School. The only solution: cheating! With the help of the cheerleader, convince other as yet

undecided students to aid you in your endeavors: Copy and distribute the answers with the nerd's help, and make use of the
jock's skills to mislead both teachers and teacher's pets.

Control the characters in real time and satisfy the mission requirements. However, if things should turn out more difficult than
expected, Janitor Joseph has a few tricks up his sleeve — he has a bone to pick with the principle and is teaming up with the

most talented cheaters in the school with the goal of helping the students who need their services.

Use the secret club room to improve your cheating skills and learn new ones. Make use of available resources to produce
powerful gadgets that will give you an even greater edge and show your friends on Facebook and other social networks who the

king of all cheats is.

Cheats 4 Hire — the new puzzle game from the multiple award-winning developer Travian Games!

Features:
•Accessible gameplay — Control your three cheats in real time while taking advantage of and combining their individual skills,

as teamwork will be essential for success.
•Exciting missions — As in real life, missions can be completed with varying degrees of success. Repeat missions as often as

you wish to obtain the best possible grade.
•Team management — Manage your team, improve existing skills, and level up in order to learn new skills.
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•Resources — Use resources to create powerful gadgets that add to the fun.
•Manage your club room — Expand your club room and unlock achievements in order to obtain special items that you can

display in your club room.
•Dynamic plot — Keep a close watch over your team's movements as they uncover the principal's dark plans. The outcome of

the story depends on your skills and results.
•Episodes — Cheats 4 Hire will be released in 5 different episodes. Each episode picks up where the last one left off and

presents you with new challenges.

Follow us on https://twitter.com/cheats4hire
Find us on https://www.facebook.com/Cheats4Hire

Discover us on https://www.pinterest.com/Cheats4Hire/
Blog – http://blog.cheats4hire.com/
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Following the development and evolution of bob's game is one of the wildest rides i ever experienced. as far as i remember from
my childhood I was following bob's work. But this review dosent have a damn thing to do about this so abandon anything you
know about bob's game when downloading this game.

Bob's game is basicly a mix of every puzzle game into one game. you just play each one and it switches once you've done a good
enough job. The game can get extremely fast as you get to the higher levels and it will kick your♥♥♥♥♥♥when you first start
playing.

+pros
-Looks ♥♥♥♥ing baller as a fan of synthwave and outrun-type things i love the backgrounds
-there's 1 song but its very song and not repetitive.
-the gameplay is very addictive.
-5 different difficulty levels
-open source and moddable

-cons
-the game still has some bugs
-the voice in the background speaks quite a lot if you spam spin the pieces.
-there's no "infinite" mode meaning once you're good enough you'll just reach the end and be done.
-score is measured in levels, thats a bit of a bummer.. Luckily i haven't spent any money for this game, too minimal with a bad
gameplay.. Very nice game , also addictived too :D. Another rewrite. Probably eliminating almost anything negative I had to say
previously. I had to stop playing this game because I forgot I had redacted my first review, in which I remembered blasting Junk
Jack for burning me with another alleged iPhone port dropped on Steam never to be touched by the developers again.

At the time it was in very early access it was a port but I have to say now, it is definitely capable of standing on it's own ground
as a perfectly good PC game. Everything has been fixed and after finding myself engrossed in the Adventure mode, especially
considering how adverse anything Minecraft-like is to me, Junk Jack in this current state gives me major Terraria and Starbound
vibes. To me that is exactly what I hoped for in the game when I bought it, and I couldn't be happier with the experience.

I know I haven't cracked the surface- I just found my first blueprint, or whatever they're called. The depth of this game is
something I look forward to diving into, getting lost in, like I do with all these other Terraria-likes in my library. I'm not at all a
demographic that could be taken seriously by whatever the target audience of these games is these days, but I must attest how
the game and developer here have completely flipped my opinion. As it feels like a polished yet work in progress project, I gotta
say, it is simply wonderful.. WASTE OF MONEY DOSENT WORK AT ALL!!!!
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Quite a damn fine master piece gem of a game its like playing chess with aliens, and im not talking about xcom.... Are you tired
of your boring, plain, dull looking cards in the game? Do you wish they had more pop and really had that shine to them? If you
answered yes to ether of those questions then this is the downloadable content for you. With this downloadable content you can
convert your plain boring cards to fantastic looking cards that you wont be embarrassed to put down on the table. They will
bring you confidence when playing and give you the courage to play those rare cards with style. This DLC converts all
uncommon, rare, and mythic rare cards in the decks to premium foil cards which you can admire and look at and not get
ashamed while looking at them. The great thing about this deck conversion taking place is that it converts the appearance of
those dull cards and turns them into premium cards that shine like stars. The downfall to this DLC is that it gives no advantage
at all to the gameplay but just the look of the cards that you are holding. Start shining for your enemies today!. Great game,
highly recommended!. So I have had many hours into this game. I played it for years so I will make a review on what I know, ^^

Pros:
~ Get your own houses
~ Racing with mounts (although it takes time to get get points up)
~ Adorable emotes for SM (soulmates)
~ Wedding system is fun (When its not glitched)
~ Adorable outfits/pets/mounts
~ Affordable marrige price

Cons:
~ Bugs that haven't been fixed for years.
~ Tends to change GMs like female changing clothes for a date
~ Player prices are not newbie friendly
~ GM events are usually the same so gets boring
~ Can solo most things with proper battle pet and passive pets
~ Gachapons are pricey and take many to get one item you want
~ Money guzzling game.
~ Most players are alts of higher level
~Auto path is bad. (Read more to see why)

Now before you say some things might be wrong I made this list when comparing to when Beanfun ran the game. I still stay
Lucent heart is a good starter game but you can reach max level in one day if you know the tips and tricks or have a firend level
80 and willing to plvl (power level) you through hera's dungeon. But sadly this game gets boring fast especially when you have to
farm for gold or item. It could take hours to even week to months to farm the item(s). FIghting same mobs with different
color/names. Most the time its more fun to just dance in Thereall (begining town) and chat with people then go on quest. Only
certain quest are really important to follow to get certian items or to open dungeon other then that quest are pretty useless. It be
recommanded to do KREs (Knight rigament errands) but that to can take awhile since its hard to find decent exp one.

Auto-path in this game is a tad messed up. It will lead low levels to high areas when they will be one hitted or worse will be
glitched into the ground, rocks or mountain. This can become a pain. Especially if you have to run all the way there or have a
slow mount.

I will link some of Subagames bug lists and stuff to help future players.
https://forum.subagames.com/showthread.php?t=84396&highlight=Lucent+heart+bugged+quest
Lucent Heart Outstanding Bug list[forum.subagames.com]. This game has turned to our go to pass time for entertaining guests!

Best :). terrible just terrible. PLease dont buy this this game runs horribly combining slow down and low fps and bullet sponge
enemys not worth anything
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